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The Ogallala·Formation has been used as an•aquifer providing a 
ground-water resource to farm production and the agriculturally based 
industries in the High Plains Province of the United States. The forma-
tion extends from Nebraska to the Texas Panhandle. This study was re~ 
stricted to the portion of the Ogallala Formation which occurs in the 
Oklahoma Panhandle. Although this aquifier occurs in Cimarron, Texas, 
and Beaver counties of the Oklahoma Panhandle, only Texas County is con-
sidered because of the availability and quality .of data (see Figure 1). 
Geologically, Pleistocene and Pliocene sediments crop out in the 
study area. The Ogallala Formation is of Pliocene age. However, be-
cause there is a lack, of stratigraphic detail the name "Ogallala'' was 
used in,this study to include all Tertiary sediments. These sediments 
can occur either as unconsolidated or semiconsolidated sediments and are 
composed o.f discontinuous layers of sc;1.nd, silt,. clay, gravel, sandstone, 
caliche, limestone, conglomerate, and volcanic ash. Locally the units 
are tightly cemented by, calcium .carbonate while in other places, they are 
very poorly consolidated. These sediments are moderately permeable and 
provide a major source of ground water in the area. The saturated thick ... 
ness ranges from 300 to 800 feet with an average thic~ne~s of 400 feet~ 
Bedrock units of Mesozoic and Permian age subcrop under the Tertiary 
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Fig. 1.-Index map of test area and Texas County, Oklahoma 
3 
shale, sandstone, siltstone, and a limited occurrence of thin discontin-
uous gypsum beds, With.the exception of Jurassic and Cretaceous sand~ 
stones in western.Texas County,the bedrock is generally too fine grained 
and impermeable to transmit·water. Thus, the bedrock s~rface forms an 
impermeable boundary at the base of the aquifer in the study area. The 
bedrock surface is c1'aracterized by moderate·topographic relief with 
numerous local depressions which are consic;lered to be bedrock valleys. 
The Ogallala aquifer is being subjected to increased water with-
drawals. These withdrawals far exceed.the natural rec;harge, especially 
in the Southern High Plains area, The·aquifer is being mined in thh 
area and the resulting declines in static.water level are becoming criti-
cal. In order to predict these declines in the Texas-Panhandle, a mathe-
matical.man;igement model was developed by investig;itori; of .Texas Tech 
University's Civil Engineering and Mathematics departments and·of the 
High Plains Underground Water Conservation District No, 1 at Lubbock, 
Texas (Sechrist, et al., 1970). McGlain (1970) is using a similar ap-
proach to modeling the Ogallala Formation in Kansas. However, these.in~ 
vestigators (Sechrist, et al., and McClain) are considering the Ogallala 
Formation as a homoge1,1eous unit, Heterogeneous porous materials• have ·· 
also been considered by researchers such as Nelson and Cearlock.(1967) 
as a homogeneous.mass in which there is a statistic~! variation in the 
distribution of aquife1.: constants. They model the distributi.on of per.,. 
meability irrespective of vertical.variation in the aquifer and use 
fitting procedures to statistically determine lateral variations of per-
meability. A heterogel;leous distribution of permeability has also been 
assumed by McMillan (1966) to be homogeneous.with ,a specific range of. 
variance. 
4 
Research by Frye (1970), Keys and Brown (1970); an~ Pearl·(l970) 
has shown that the Ogallala Formation is·neither homogeneous nor randomly 
heterogeneous but rather is discontinuously layered. The importance of 
considering layering as it would. apply to ground-water flow models is 
evident in articles which have appeared since the beginning of the middle 
1960 's. The bt,1lk of this research has been restr.icted to the al}alysis 
of multi~aquifers (several aquifers) or to aquitards between multi-
aquifers. Bredehoeft and Pinder (1968, 1970), Hantush (1967), and 
Neuman and Witherspoon (1969, 1969) have applied mathematic~! models in 
this manner to nonhomogeneous, anisotropic, and/or leaky.artesian aqui':"' 
fers. 
Freeze and Witherspoon (1966, 1967, 1968) evaluated the effects. of 
layering within a single aquifer (with differen~ values of permeability) 
on flow net configurations within the saturated zo.ne using the finite 
difference technique.and the digital computer, More recently Javandel 
and Witherspoon. (1969) have extended the layered case to consider the 
temporal effects of layered aquifers on drawdown associated with pump 
tests and their analysis. Current research concerned with mathematical 
~odeling of a single multi-layered aquifer is being conducted by Pinder, 
Bredehoeft, and Bennett. They are concerned with the determinati.on of 
factors and relationships that govern permeability distribution (includ-
ing layering) which in turn will be useful for predicting permeability 
distribution by indirect means, In addition, they are considering how 
this information can be applied to mathe~atical models. However, it is 
apparent that no attempt is being made.to specifically relate the ef-
fects of layering on semi-static water level changes which occur during 
the dewatering of a single unconfined aquifer over a long period of time, 
5 
Thus, this·study is an evaluation of how the variation ,of·l:tthology 
within an aquifer can affect the rate of dewatering. This variation.is· 
assumed to be a major factor contributing to the response of mathemati-
cal ground-water.flow models. This would be·part:l,ct:1larl:y valuable when 
,, 
such models are used for predicting the time for a given .. water-level 
change. to occur during the dewat;ering of ,an aquifer:~ ·· 
The determination of the relationship betwe~~ aquifer cduatants-a1;1d 
declines in static water levels would not.only be-useful-in analysis·of, 
the Ogallala aquifer but also could be appli~d to layered alluvial,aqui":"'· 
fers (floodplain and terrace·deposits, alluvial fan deposits) as well.as 
to layered basin and coastal plain aquifers. Layered alluvial :deposits·. 
are associated with many of the major streams·in the State of Oklahoma~ 
Therefore, the major objective 'of this study was to compare the, 
response of a modified version of .. the Te:itas Tech management model to 
multi-layered and homogeneous cases. This was accomplished by making 
modifications in the management model which would accommodate the multi-
layered case and the assumption based on the use of weighted-average 
values to represent the hydraulic coefficients. Comparisons were sub-
sequently made between the homogeneous and multilayered case using hy-
drographs and residual maps. 
CHAP.TER II 
DESGRIPTION AND MEA~UREMENT OF 
AQUIFER · CHARACTERIS'J;ICS 
In constructing the grouq.d .... water management model for:: the Ogallala 
aquifer in Texas County, hydrogeologic data were collected and analyz~d. 
·Data were evaluated in order that a basic set of assumptions. could be. 
determined and adaptations made.in the mathematical tllOdel~ After this· 
was achieved, .the modeLw1:1s tested and the results tabulated and plotted. 
Most of the.well data collected for Texas County were provided by 
the United States Geological Survey. Driller's logs and well data were 
on microfilms. Topographic quadrang~e maps provide~ elevation conttol 
witb an accuracy of ±2 feet in the eastern hB:lf of Texas County. Water..:. 
level records for T¢xas County from 1966 to 1970 were obtained from 
published data (Hart, 1971). 
Layer codes (see Figure 2) were u~ed to simplify log descriptions 
and to provide uniformity in the data. This was achieved by identifying 
the principle grain.sizes. Subsequently the codes were used to.prepare 
preliminary isometric diagrams for Texas County and the test area (see 
Figure 2) • Two maps were also used to represent other hydrogeologic .. 
aspects of the test area (Figure 1). These two additional.maps.include 
the water-level map (Figure 3) and the saturated.thickness map (Figure 
4). 
The isometric diagram was prepared to show the lithologic character"".' 
6 
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Fig. 3.-Water-level map of.test ,!lrea (after U.S.G.S.), March, 1966 
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Fig. 4.-Saturated-thickness map of the Ogallala Formation in the 
test area (after U.S.G.S.), March, 1966 
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l.0 
istics of the Ogal.Jala aquifer both in Texas County and in the test area. 
Preparation of this diagram involved the transformation of coded layer 
data into a visual three-dimensional diagram. The map grid was skewed 
to a 30 degree angle in order to provide a three-dimensional view of the 
ground-water system, A reference datum of.3300 feet above sea level was 
used with .a vertical scale of 1 incl!, to 100 feet and a·horizontal scale 
of 1 inch to 1 mile, Panel diagrams were not-used .to sh9w correlation 
between wells because of the apparent discontinuous nature of the layers, 
The water-level map was.used-to represent the water-table configura-
tion of the test area. All water-level records for March, 1966 were 
taken from published data (from Hart, 1971)., A contour interval of 10 f-eet 
was used. The saturated-thickness map was a modification of one prepared 
by Wood and Hart· (1967), A contour interval of 100 feet·wasused to 
show ·the di.a.t;ribution of saturated thickness ·in. the test area. , 
In order to develop an idealized cQnceptual model which would repre .... 
sent the layered character of the Ogallala Formation, a simple statistic-
al study.was made showing the frequency of .occurrence of lithology type 
and layer sequence, In Texas County, it was found that 37 percent of 
the lithology is coarse or very coarse satld, 25 percent .is me4ium _sand, 
and.the remainder.is fine saQ.d and clay. Within,the smaller test ·area, 
approximately th,e same .pe-rcentages occur; 45 percent ·of:the local H.:tho.-
logy. is coarse.or very coarse sand; 21 percent is xdedium sand., an~·the 
remainder ie, . fine sand and clay. . Results of the •. sta t:f,.stical study for 
the ·test area are lis.ted on Table I. , By lumping thinner uni~s togethel;' 
on the isometric map, a.sequence.of fine to coarse sed.iments generally 
occurred respectively front.the water table to the base of the aquifer, 
There were 13 from a total of .17 wells within the test area which were 
TABLE I 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF LITHOLOGY IN TEST-AREA 
Layer .. Code Layer Code Layer Code· Layer Code 
Well 2 3 and 13 4 and 14 5 and 15 
Number Thickness (Feet) Thickness (Feet) Thickness (Feet) Thickness.(Feet) 
167 0 0 44 300 
173 0 0 92 228 
175 15 15 90 232 
178 105 105 120 55 
180 105 105 120 100 
181 0 375 75 0 
183 80 lQ 6 25 
184 90 135 150 0 
186 75 60 180 60 
187 35 25 74 96 
188 15 15 0 375 
215 15 90 60 180 
216 30 30 60 90 
219 0 0 15 210 
220 155 0 0 280 
221 30 0 75 0 
225 20 20 0 200 
Total 
Thickness 770 1045 1161 · 2437 




representative of this sequence. A similar sequence was noted when75 
of the tqtal number of.wells (112) in Texas County were studied. B~sed 
on the distribution of lithology type, it was concluded that only the 
medium and coarse sediments sh9uld be represented in the ·model using 
this sequence. 
Samples of medium to coarse grained sands were collected from an 
outcrop of the Ogallala Formation at a location just west of Guymon. A 
generalized cross-sectional dia$ram of the Ogallala outcrop is shown.in 
Figure 5. The outcrop consisted of a buried sand and gravel cha~nel fill 
overlain by later Ogallala deposits and the caliche.caprock which is· 
used a1;1, the upper :boundary of the Ogallala Formation. Although this 
channel is relatively small, it is assumed from examining .the well logs 
that sec;liments of similar fluvial .origin may exist nearer the base of the 
Ogallala. Therefore; sand types at the outcrop were considered to,be 
representative of the saturated interval and were subsequently used in 
the mathematical model (see Figure 5). Four layers of uniform thickness 
were used to describe the,mathematical model. The thickness of.each was 
100 feet in order that the total thickness of 400 feet would correspond 
with the average thickness represented on the saturated-thickness map 
(see Figure 4). In order to simplify the model, it was·also assumed 
that the layers wer~ homogeneous when extended uniformly in.the lateral 
direction. Although.this assumptibn is an over simplification, it was 
considered necessary before more cqmplex models could be developed. 
Four sand samples from the outcrop near Guymon.were identified as 
being representative of the A, B, C, and D sands respectively (see Fig-
ure 5). Th~·measured properties of these samples were used.to represent 
hydraulic coefficients of the Ogallala aquifer. Sieve analysis and 
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permeability tests were conducted using conventional sieve analysis.tech-
niques and a Soiltest model K-670 high pressure permeameter. The A sand 
was the finest of the 4 samples and the D sand w~s the coarsest. Samples 
were oven-dried before testing. A nest of ·10 sieve pans were used repre-
senting the following United States Standard Sieve numbers: 10, 18, 35, 
45, 60, 70, 80, 100, 140, and 170. The results were plotted as a 
cumulative weight percentage(% passing) versus the passing grain.size. 
The Wentworth Classification for grain sizes was used. The cumulative 
curves representing the four sand samples are shown in Figures 6, 7, 8, 
and 9. The A, B, C, and D sands were classified as medium, coarse, 
coarse, and very coarse sands, respectively, bn the basis of .the medium 
grain size (50% passing). All but the B sand were well sorted. 
Permeability tests procedures were those used·by Levi,ngs!(i971)i 
Both constant head and falling head methods wer.e used for the 
analysis of each sample. Coefficient of permeability values were com~ 
puted using the following equations: 





Constant Head K = 
QL 
AH 
coefficient of permeability, cm/sec; 
rate of discharge, 3 cm /sec; 
length of sample, cm; 
area of sample, 2 cm . ' 
pressure head, cm. 
Falling Head K 2.3aL 
HO 
= loglO H AT 
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a = cross sectional area of pipette, cm2; 
L .. length of sample, cm; 
A of sample, cm 2 = area . ' 
T = time of test,. sec; 
HO = pressure head at•beginning of test, cm; 
H = pressure head at end of test, cm, 
Results ar~ tabulated in Table II. The overall average.coeff:i,cien,t 
2 of permeability representing the four.samples is 400 gpd/ft,, This·aver-
age is identical to the coefficient of permeability vah1e which was de"'." 
rived from pump tes~ analysis and used in the original Texas Tech model. 
Therefore, the coefficient of permeability values for each sand were con-
sidered to be rep;resentative and were subsequently used in the modified 
management model, 
TABLE II 
COMPUTED COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY BASED ON LABORATORY TESTS 
Falling Head Constant Head Mean 
Sand Method Method Value 
Sample GPD/ft2 GPD/ft2 GPD/ft2 
A 229 70 150 
B 297 175 236 
c 280 475 277 
D 870 800 835· 
Mean of All 
Samples 420 380 400 
Specific yield values were estimated for each layer. Because an 
20 
average specific yield value of 0.15 was used previously.in theiTexas· 
Tech model, it was considered reasonable to assign approximate specific 
yield values from which an average value of 0.15 could be obtained, The 
sands (A - D) were assigned values of 0.07, 0.11, 0.17 and 0.25 respec~ 
tively, 
CHAPTER· III 
ADAPTATION OF AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS 
TO MANAGEMENT MODEL 
Because preliminary geologic and hydrologic,data were used, a·sim""l· 
plified conceptual model.was cc;>nsidered. Therefore 1 .the basic,asSUillp-
tions used.in the modified version of the management model:were.the fol-
lowing:· 
1) The aquifer is multilayered.and is ideally represented by 4 
uniform layers.of equal thickness. 
2) Each layer is horizontally homogeneous. 
3) The bedrock topography underlying the Ogallala aquifer is con-
sidered to be relatively smooth and slopes approximacely 14 feet per 
mile in a south-easterly direction, 
4) The b~drock and water table surfaces are approximately parallel, 
and are used as the lower and upper boundaries respectively. 
5) Weighted averaged value1, of permeability and, specific, yield· 
assigned at each time step is a close.approximation for the aquifer dur-
ing that particular ti~e period.' 
6) There is no recharge or discharge through the bedrock. 
7) Recharge.and discharge at the surface.or boundary of the study 
area.are accounted for by adjustment1, in p:iamp withdrawal from nodes 
nearest anyone of several discharge or.recharge.zonei;;. 
A hypothetical grid of well nodes was designed and subsequently 
21 
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adapted to the study area. Within this area, 24 nodes ·were assigned 
having fixed coordinates. In addition, 17 nodes were located around 
the perifery of the area and were used as an aid in,.defining the bound-
ary conditions. The 24 internal.nodes were used to divide the study 
area into a polygonal grid system. fhe Thiessen method~ (Linsley, et al,); -------·--,,! 
1958), used for averaging the. distribution of precipitation, was applied 
to the formation of polygons. This inyolved bisecting lines between 
adjacent noc;les.and subsequently connecting the bisectors together to 
form 24 polygons within the outer boundary (see Figure 10). 
A comput~r program developed by Lamirand (1971) was used to calcu-
late the surface area of each polygon.as well as the ratio of width and 
length between each common polygon.face between adjacent nodes. These 
computations were used as part of the input data for the computer pro-
gram of the management model. 
In order.to quantitatively adjust the botindary conditions relative 
to natural recharge and discharge, adjustments.were made on the pump 
withdrawal of each node. A weighted-average method based on.the area of 
a polygon was used to account for irrigation well withdrawal from.each 
polygon and to account for gain or loss of ground water from those poly-
gons which are adjacent to the ,outer boundary of the grid, Irrigation 
withdrawal from each polygon, and natural recharge or discharge.estimates 
are shown in.Table III. Total pump withdrawal from all polygons was 
equivalent to the sum of the pump capacity for each well within the grid, 
Natural recharge and discharge values at the edge of the test area were 
accounted for by nodes.adjacent to the boundary. The calculation of 
natural recharge and discharge incl.uded the assumption that an .average· 
2 coefficient of permeability of 400 gpd/ft and an average.saturated 
I 
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Fig. 10.-Polygon distribution in test area 
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NODE WITIIDRAWAL ADJUSTMENTS 
i 2 3 4 
Adjusted 
Withdrawal* Boundary. Seasonal 
of Discharge. Sum* of Withdrawal* 
Node Irrigation Wells or Recharge* Columns 1 and 2 (Weighted Average) 
1 920 0 920 725 
2 1320 0 1320 452 
3 400 0 400 580 
4 932 0 932 564 
5 1602 0 1602 790 
6 0 0 0 514 
7 0 0 0 445 
8 0 0 0 449 
9 0 - 646 - 646 666 
10 960 - 946 14 1153 
11 480 - 270 210 733 
12 0 - 224 .,. 224 282 
13 1080 - 445 635 752 
14 460 - 916 - 456 962 
15 0 101 101 739 
16 0 336 336 262 
17 400 1346 1746 522 
18 440 1952 2392 576 
19 880 1216 2090 417 
20 568 476 1038 · 736 
21 0 0 0 650 
22 0 197 197 319 
23 360 449 809 491 
24 400 612 1012 601 
Total 11202 J226 14428 14500 -
* All units are in acre-ft/0.25 year. N 
.i:,.. 
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thickness · of 200 feet e:dste.d at.· the edge of the . grid throughout 'the ·en-. 
tire period of .. the dewatering process. The water-table gradient for 
segments on the grid boundary was estimated using .the water-level map 
(Fi.gure3). Measl,\reable boundary segments were defined, as perimeter. 
lengths that are perpendicular to the water-table gradient (parallel to 
the water-level contour lines). Calculatio~ of boundary recliarge or 
discharge was based on the following equation: 
Q = KAi 
where Q = the discharge.or recharge in acre-feet; 
K = the permeability value express on a seasonal basis in 
2 terms of.acre~feet/0.25 year/ft ; 
(3.1) 
A = the effective cross-sectional.area of the boundary seg-
ment; 
i =. the gradient perpendicular .to the boundary. 
The resulting natural discharge and recharge values were proper-
tionately assigned, based on bc;:,undary segment length, to the outer most 
polygons in the,grid and are listed in Table III. Positive and negative 
values represent discharge and recharge respectively. The sum of ground-
water withdrawal.per season from ea.ch polygon.was obtained b.y sunnning 
algebraically the. estimates of pump discharge and natur,al c;lischarge 
and recl7.arge. This sum was then divided among polygon nodes depending 
on their area (weighted-average method). These values for each node are· 
shown. in Table III as adjusted seasonal withdrawal. The adjusted with-
di;:awal values were used in the modified computer program. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING OF :MANAGEMENT MODEL 
The basic program used in this study was,originally written by 
Weber (1968) and later revise4 by Sechrist, Claborn'" Rayner, and Wells 
(1970). The program was subsequently adapted to the 360-65 at Oklahoma 
State University by Lamirand (1971). In all preceding uses of the,pro-
gram, the homogeneous ca~e was assumed.(__In this study, where the multi-
layered case was also considered, vertical variations of permeability 
and specific yield values. were .. intrqciuced into the program as a subpro-
gram.~ Additional revisions we+e made within the main program and in-. 
eluded adaptations for modifying boundary conditions and for electronic .. 
plotting of well hydrographs and residual maps. A simplified flow dia-
gram of the modified program is shown in Figure 11. Modifications of 
the computer management program were two-fold in purpose: 
1) To compare·ref?ults of the program when applied to two sitl!,a-
tions; a homogeneous aquifer and a.multilayered aquifer. 
2) To predict the life expectancy of the Ogallala aquifer within 
the test area when tre~ted as a multilayered aquifer. 
There were two types of input data used in the program: data 
initialized within the program and data input by cards. In.itialized 
data included values of the coefficients of permeability and specific 
yield, and elevation above sea level for the top of '.eac}:l layer. , Either. 
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Fig. 11.-Ge~eralized .flow diagr~m of modified computer management 
program 
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tion of the appropriate initialized data. Input data by cards induc;led 
duration of study or,of dewatering, sta+ting time, coordinates of nodes, 
adjusted node withdrawal values., ratios of width at?,d leng;th between 
nodes. sharing polygon faces, areas of nodes, bottom a1:u:l · top elevations 
of aquifer at nodes, and initial water"".'level elevation of nodes. In 
this stud.y, all input data was considered to be the same for the four 
seasonal periods (Oct,-.Dec., Jan.-Mar. ,: April-June, July.,-Sept.). Defi.,. 
nitions of all terms used in the program are shown in.the documented 
program which is listed in Appendix A. The formats USied for punching 
the data input,ont;o cards are listed.in Appendix·B. 
The mathematical model was used to. define water-level eJevations 
with respect to time during the dewatering process. New weighted-average· 
·values of permeability and specific yield were introduced into the model 
befo+e each new tim~ step. Thus, the effect.of ·vertical.var.iation in 
lithology on rates of dewatering could be evaluated when.comparing the: 
multilayered and homogeneous ca1;1es. The water"".'lev~l elevation at each 
node was directly affected-by pump withdrawal and flow across polygon. 
faces. Based on Darcy's Law at:1d th~ concept of continuity, the.basic 
continuity equation for any one.node such as the one.shown in Figure.12 
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S = the specific yield value of the aquifer, 
ah = the increment of ,change in water-level elevation at"the 
node during at time, 
at·= the period of time represented by time step. 
The ah term of Equation (4 .1) is approxima.ted ,by: 




H~ = w~ter-level elevation 'of the node cQ111)?'1,lted during t::he; 
present time step. 
J-1 H · · = water-level elevaUon of., the node at the ,end of the ,pre-
m 
· vious time step. 
'the.. amount of flow at the ith face can be defined by Darcy's law: 
where: 
Ki = the permeability value at ith,face, 
H1 = the satur~ted thic~ness at ith face; 
Wi = the width of.the ith fa~e, 
aEi = t;he difference between water"".'levE!l elevatiens, .of nedes 
shariug the ith face, 
Li = the dista1,1ce betwe~n nc;,des which share the .. ith face~ . 
(4 .3) 
The Hi tenn in Equat;ien (4.3) is appreximated by the following relation""::· 
ship: 
31 
(4 ,4) · 
where: 
H~ • the water-level elevation of the node co~cerned cQmputed 
m 
dµring present .time step, 
HJ "" the.wate,;-level elevation,.of·the adjacent node compute<;! 
n. 
during present time step, 
B = i 
i 
the bottom elevation of the aquifer .at·the itl:1. face which 
is cQnnnon to both nodes. 
The aEi term of Equation (4.3) :J.s approximated by: 
(4 .5) 
Finally, 'by substituting Equations (4.2), (4.3); (4.4), and (4.5) 
into Equations (4.1), the following equation is obtained: 
• ·w • 
i 
(4 .6) 
where in addition:. 
a = the number of faces that the node in concern has. 
However, Equation (4.6) represents only one node. If there are X 
num.ber of nodes in a·grid, it is then necessary to use Equation (4.6) 
sequential,.ly for X number of nodes for any one timestep and then,to 
J solve the equations simultaneously for Hm~ 
A relaxation method was.ueed to-solve the set of simultaneous equa.-
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tions in the form of Equation (4.6). This is a numerical-differencing 
technique which is often used in solving finite-difference equations. 
The relaxation procedure is used at each timestep. Within each timestep, 
water-level elevations of all nodes are adjusted through a series of 
iterative steps until the difference between the right-hand side of Eqn. 
(4.6) and the Q term on the left-hand side becomes less than the value 
p 
of a specified degree of error (4 acre-feet was arbitrarily used in this 
study). Other terms on the left-hand s~de of the equation should equal 
zero when the flow between polygons within the grid boundary are balanc-
ed. Therefore, the difference between the two sides of the question 
will theoretically converge to zero. The,adjusted water-level elevations 
for all nodes will be introduced into the next'timestep and considered 
as the term HJ-l for each node. . m 
New weighted-average values of the coefficient of permeability and· 
specific yield are computed in a subprogram between timesteps. The two 







the number of layers, 
the coefficient of permeability value of ith layer, 
the specific yield value of ith layer, 
(4, 7) 
(4,8); 
M. = the saturated thickness of ith layer. 
]. 
The term M. is the difference between the elevation at the base of the ]. . 
middle point in the grid and the average of the water-level values 
(HJ-lj computed at the end of the previously executed til)lestep. 
m 
An example for computing the new weighted average of the coeffic-
ients of permeability and specific yield can be cited. It will be as-
33 
sumed that the aquifer has been dewatered from a saturated thickness of 
400 feet to 250 feet. The hydraulic coefficients constants used for the 
4 layers are the following: 
2 0.07 Kl = 150 gpd/ft 81 = 
K2 = 236 gpd/ft2 82 = 0.11 
K3 = I 2 377 gpd ft 83 = 0.17 
2 0.25 K4 = 835 gpd/ft 84 = 
Layer 1 represents the top of the saturated aquifer. Assuming the aqui-
fer has achieved a saturated thick~ess 9f 250 feet, only layers 2, 3, 
and 4 would be involved in the .calculation. The weighted-average values 
of permeability and specific yield for this hypothetical timestep would 
be calculated in the following manner: 
K 
(236 x 50) + (377 x 100) + (835 x 100) gpd/ft2 = 250 
2 = 532 gpd/ft 
8 (0.11 x 50) + (0.17 x 100) + (0.25 x 100) = 250 
= 0.19 
34 
Final output from the computer program of the mathe~atical model 
was in the form of printed output and included average coeffic~ents of 
permeability and specific yield, water~level elevations and accumulative 
drawdown values for each timestep,as well as residual water-level values 
of selected time periods. These results were also electronically plott-
ed in the forms of hydrograph plots for each node and residual maps for 
different time periods. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
Two sets o~ results were obtained from the compu):er program of the 
modified computer-management model. The first set 'included a comparison 
of hydrographs representing nodes in both homogeneous and multilayered 
cases. In addition, a sensitivity analysis of the coefficient of per-
meability and specific yield was conducted. The second set of results 
included predictions of water-level change over time within.the test 
area near Guymon, Oklahoma. 
Comparison of homogeneous and multilayered cases were made using the 
original and modified programs respectively. A permeability value of 
2 400 gpd/ft and a specific yield value of 0.15 was used for the homogen~ 
eous cas.e. · Weighted-average values of permeability and specific yield 
were introduced between timesteps for the multilayered case. An initial 
saturated .thickness of 400 feet was used in both cases. Accumulative 
drawdown over tim~ was extended until the water level of any one node 
reached the base of the aquifer. Accumulative drawdown over time.was. 
obtained in the form of X-Y plots representing hydrographs for each node. 
Hydrographs representing the same node for both homogeneous and 
multilayered cases were then overlaid on.one another and a residual 
curve was drawn which.represented the residual difference between the 
two curves. This was repeated for all 24 nodes. Representative hydro-
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tive of the upper, central, and lower portions of the grid area respec-
tively. A significant difference between the homogeneous and the multi-
layered cases can be noted in all three hydrographs. The residual dif-
ference is clearly indicated by the residual curve. Envelope curves 
were prepared to represent hydrographs for all nodes for both homogene-
ous and multilayered cases. These are shown in Figure, 16. Four resid-
ual maps were prepared (Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20) in order to evaluate 
the areal variation of the residual differences,between hydrographs for 
the two cases, An accumulative time period is re,preserited on each map. 
The residual values for the first 40 years (Figure 17) indicates that a 
difference of approximately 6 feet of drawdown occurred between the 
homogeneous,and the multilayered cases throughout the.area, Similarly, 
differences of approxim.g.tely 18 feet, 39 feet and 66 feet occurred for 
periods of 80, 120, and 160 years respectively (see Figures 18, 19, and· 
20), The maximum difference of 66 feet occurred at the time when,any 
one of the polygons was completely dewatered, The small difference in 
residual values between nodes for any one time period is apparently .the 
result of the following assumptions: 1) Each. layer·is uniformally thick 
and homogeneous in the lateral directions, and 2) an averaging technique 
was used for determining the distribution of pump discharge for each 
polygon, 
The sensitivity of the program to the coefficients of permeability 
and specific yield was.evaluated by keeping either of the two variables 
constant throughout the period of dewaterirtg while using the multilayered 
case, When specific yield was varied, it was noted that the v.1ater-leveL 
changes were clearly different in the .two cases (see Figures 13, 14, and 
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geneous case if specific yield was held constant. It was.concluded from 
these result;s that the program is inse.nsitive to changes of the average 
coefficient of permeability over time but is sensitive to changes of the 
average specific yield over the same period of time. 
The area just north of Guymon (s~eFigure 1) was chosen as a test 
for the.model predictions of water-level change over time because of the 
uniformity of saturated thickness and the heavy density of irrigation 
wells. Predictions of future water levels were obtained for both homo-
geneous and multil,ayered cases using an.estiml!lte of the present pump 
rate. In the case of a homogeneous aquifer, the miniml,lm life exp.ectancy 
of the aquifer was computed to be approximately 300 years assuming no in-
crease in the.ground-water withdrawal rate during the dewatet:ing period. 
Similarly,dewatering to the .base of the aquifer was computed to take 
approximate+y 400 years in the case of the multilayered aquifer. 
Residual valµes representing the difference in water levels between 
1966 to 1970 for wells loca.ted in th1p test area were_ obtained from pub-
lished data '<(Hart, 1971). These data were used for verification of the 
model. Residual vall;les of all nodes for the same four year period were 
available from printed output for both homogeneous and multilayered 
cases in the test area. A comparison of these residual values are· shown 
on Table IV. Residual values for both cases are identical because the 
same average.values are used for the coefficients of perm~ability and 
specific yield in both cases during the initial timestep and because the 
model is insensitive to changes occurring within such a-short period of 
time. It -is apparent that not enough recorded ground-water levels are 
available for an adequate comparison to be made. Also, the time period 
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comparison. It is apparent, however, that the magnitude of the comput~d 
and actual residual values are approximately the same.· More re~orded 
well data representing a much lo'!lger period of record are needed to make 
a valid verification of the model. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
Results from the mathematical model indicate that a significant dif-
ference can.be obtained when comparing the homogeneous and multilayered 
approaches to aquifer management. Therefore, it ca11- be concluded that 
layering in an.aquifer should be considered in any management model which 
will be used for management of the ground-water resource. However, the 
assumption that the layers are consi.dered to be of equal thickness and 
laterally homogeneous, is as previously stated, an over-simplification. 
Before more complex layering can be considere4, additiona1 data and.fur~ 
ther ,moc:lifications iq. the program will be required. Lateral variations 
in lithology may produce results in which the polygons behave more.inde~ 
pendently resulting in a greater variation in drawdown at any one time-
step. Furthermore, more complex layering may produce re.sults in which 
drawdown estimates would occur in the range between the.values computed 
for the.two cases considered in tq.is study. If this can·be.shown by in-, 
eluding other variations in the model, the model estimates for the homo-
geneous and multilayered cases might provide an envelope.within which 
the actual values would occur. By using such an envelope, both conser-
vative and liberal predictions of water-level change.over time cou.).d be 
provided. 
Problems encountered in this study included the following: esti-
mates of natural recharge ~nd discharge at the boundary of tlie grid and 
48 
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of distributed pump withdrawal, estimation of.the coefficients of per~ 
meability and specific yield, and lack of water,...,level and borehole data .• 
A better definition of boundary conditions co1+ld result by including the 
computations of.flow across outer boundaries between timesteps instead 
of using an average value for the entire dewatering period. Thus, new· 
estimates of gradient and saturated thickness at the outer boundary. 
could be computed for each succeeding timestep as thta aquifer is'b~:f.ng 
dewatered. Additional .data outside of the.grid boundary.wotilQ improve. 
these estimates. A more accurate estimate of pump withdra~al, should Ilot· 
be averaged but rather consist .of total pump withdrawal from each node 
for only the wells inside of each corresponding polygonc However, this 
improvement will require additional pump discharge values and a better 
method for estimating them. 
Better estimates of the coefficients of permeability and specific 
yield can be achieved by 1) laborat(;,:ry analysis of .a greater number of . 
field samples from outcrops, 2) laboratory analysis of core samples, and' 
3) pum,p test data within the areas being modeled. The logic of using 
weighted-average values for the coefficients at each new timestep shou~d 
also be verified by simulating pump tests using sand models, Research 
using this approach is currently being conducted by R~ N. PeVries and 
D. C. Kent at Oklahoma State University. 
Additional borehole control will be necessary in order to.enhance 
verification of the . .emod_el and. to I!lOr.e carefully define both vertical and · 
horizontal variations in lithology o If ·the management model is. to be 
used for more accurate predict:i,.ons, both vertical and horizontal varia-
tions will have to be considered b.ecause only vertical variat:t.ons were. . . .. 
considered in this study. 
50 
The present model has been useful in providing information for the 
determination of additional field work and model adjustments. Improve- .. 
ments of the manag~ment model which are based on the aqove recommenda-
tions.will provide a more accurate prediction of water-level.changes in 
layered aquifers. However, in the development of a good aquifer manage-
ment model, social, legal~ and economic co~straints should to be quanti-
tized and subsequently adapted to the model as additional input.data. 
This will provide the necessary link between mathematical. programming 
and the application of the model to current and futur~ demands.for 
ground water. 
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~0•5 f******************************************************************************C 
ao,f r c 
00?7 ( ARRAYS C 
00" P r c 
00'.-l'l C t{J)-= f\S(l)*SY (ACRES} C 
00 1•0 C AOl!l• WITHDPA;IAL H(',.. '11,1DE(Il (ACkE-FT/TIMESTEP) C 
004) f AOSl!I= ~[1 <;IJRFACE Fl.OW OF 'IIODEIII AT TTME5TEP (ACRE-FT) C 
004~ f AS! !I= I\Pf:11 c,r-' II PrLYGON( !) (Ar.RES) C 
0043 r P.!ll• El[VAT!fN OF MfOAnCK AT POLYGCN INTERFACE(!) (FEET) C 
0044 r P.l(!)= f'£Pl'OCK ~LFVHl(N ,H NOOE(!) (Hl:'T) C 
OOt.~ C fflFFl={I)= PEH'· 1.:AflJLITY OF SATURATED MATERIAL UNDER NODEIII ATC 
004(, r I\ TJ'-1f'<;TEP (ACRF.-FT/TIMESTEP/SQ.FT) C 
0047 r [i( ll= Tf.lff.~Nl=S<; !J~ AOLJIFFR AT PDLYGCN 111.TERFACEIII (FEET) C 
OO'·R r DH!I·,Jl= f,fCll~'I.JLHIVF f1Rticm01.iN AT MOOEIII AND C 
001,9 r . IF TIME TSTE'Pll,l) (HFT) C 
OO"'O (' H.II )= ELEVAT!IJ~J !1F TOP rJF LAYFRII I (FEET) ICATUMz O.O) C 
00~1 r HI II• WATFP TABLE F.:lfVATION ill POLYGON( II (FEET) C 
00',2 r HJNIT{ I I= JNIT!Al WIITER LEVEL AT NOCEII) (FEET) C 
00~'3 f HnAJ)= If,ITIAL l~ATEP TAP.LF rLEVATlflN AT NnOE(JI (FEET) C 







































fl V. ! 
'),.)'."l? 
0,J' .. ' 
t")J(""i, 
0'.J()L 




·11 n I 
I) I '1.-
f) 1 (_' :, 
11 '); 
''l' 7 
80/RO LI ST 
JG0000000l!llllllll2il222222?3~3333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 






1•11nr1111.~H'fl~."(!J= FLOWPATH ':XISTS l:'ETWffN CENTF.R NODFl(II C 
AND ADJACENT NDOF "J011E211) C 
Nl(J),'l2IIJ= Sll'!E AS "lllnEl,NOOE2 C 
NWF.Llr!II= WfLL NU'H\F.R !JF NODE(IJ C 
P( Tl= rnl\STANT FOi< FLOWPATH( I) so THAT FLOW CAN eE CALCULATED c 
i-'L(T)= PrcMEMlll.ITV OF lf\VF~(I) (ACRE-FT/TIMESTEP/SQ,FT) c 
0(11= Fl l•, ~P.0"' .IN!: POLYGr:JN TO ANOTHEP DUPING. ONE TIMESTEP C 
(11cr,r-i:-r) " c 
(·5(11= V'"'LUMf OF WAHR ABOVE GROUND SURFACE OF NOOE(ll C 
(AU r-FT) C 
!<f'IAX! ll= ~T(\f!AGF CHANGF H NOi')!=( I I PE~ T!MFSTEP C 
(/\C.fi ~ -FT If P'ESTEr>) C 
\,C<;(!)= 'f5[1)\JH Ekkf'P AT ~l(,i)E(ll AFTER BALANCING All FLOWS C 
1£\Y FINITE O!FFE'F:F.NC!NC,J PfR Tll"ESTEP C 
(CUl<'PIRISUN OF VCLU~E. OF CRAFT WITH VOLUME C 
REP~ESENT~n ~y OPAWDOw~ FOR EACH NODE & c 
Tl"·FqFPJ (ACOE-FT/TIM[STFP) C 
';(!I= ,,er i,J{THll~AwAL AT '!UOF.(J) FO~ A Tl"1E STEP (AUE-FT) C 
~CL!ll= CT(:•ot;r C'l[fFIC!ENT OF LAV!:R(I) c 
,tf!)= s11,F~C!: C[C:VATION .n N011E(II (FfFT) C 
SLX( l l= $1JPFI\C': El EVATJON AT 1\1011t'll l (FEET) C 
T<:;TC_:>(l ,1 l= TI"E (OeR.i=SPONl 1 TU A TIMESHP (CALFNOER YEAR) C 
X'i!Pf:f[l= X Clll'I.DIN.\Tf VALUE OF NOnF!ll ("'ILES) C 
Yfll= \li'hi n~ F,\CF/111$T,\NCE t_lFTWrEN NO[)ES C 









AH= ev•RAr,l WATER TABLE ELEVATION FCP A PAPTICULAR T!MESTEP (FEE,): 
AT= AV• 1,.\Gf sq, HIIC.KNFS5 OF AOUI FER AT A PAPTICULAP TIMESTEPC 
IIFL= u,·r l)ATlJM ~ TOP oi: PEDROCK 
(•1::!'F,\= Fll:l.ll Pf:P~E~A!l!TY FOR t\ PIIRTJCULAP TIMESTnt/· 
l)FLTA= THHSTFP pc:,tr.n (YFIIR) 
F''R•';P= cu·s11r.r- AL1.0>1a,,cr, F(JP A T!MFSTFP {ACRE-FT) 
IT~~= ~U"Blu OF JT~QI\TIPNS ?ONF 
l rq= ~:!.IMf'.f'·< nF V~I\PS OF STUDY 
I.Mt\X: 'iU'-'fi'Q CF f't.11\iPATHS IIT POLYGON HiTEkfACES 
MAJlP= ~U~P·~ OF ll"'F~TfP~ WITHIN A yr.AR 
it.r:c;~~ rrP.(1·' vp:c;54(;c 
'tJ\'1';f,= ,·u~r.-,o 'IF MfNrJP. f l"l'~TEPS WITH!', "'AJOR 
':,\: E!T.' f ':Uf''.IFr> Cf Tl"F.STfPS TO flE PE'PFURMEO 
"'·'\~= 1''.L"l'~,: •IF •El.LS lJN!)~k STUDY 
SI<= '!A'IE "r. SUKP• '.ViPI\M T0 (OMPlJH AVERAGE COEFFA & SY 
f:lR f. Tl"!:SfED 
~Y= q,·,r,~r.! (0i;'FFl(l!'NT 
,,·;·. t. i'l\;TJC;JL.1• 
Tf••r= PJITIAL Tl''::STEI' 
T!'F2= F p,q TJMF\Tf:P 
l·L1 rr>;=c HITC(,[>< f. 
n~ sr~ClFIC YIELC 
T ! _.,. Pf:~ JOO 
(CAL.E•10ER YFAR) 
(CALFN.-D~R YE.AP) 




















































'.Jl ~ ( 
'll ?, 7 

















l?3 4 ~!·7~qOl>•4S~7~401?14'i67BOQJj3~56780012]4567890123456789012345678901234567890 









C IN!TI4L!Zfn !~PUT DATA C 
r ['J\F!IJ !•.iPIIT OATll C 





'.? 1 l 
Pl f 11 =0,04?0225 
Pl 12'1=0,066'15'-
PI I 1 I =O, l O '5'> 11 ~ <. 
Plf~l=0,?11Q?~?~ 
5CI I l I= C, 0 7 
SCLl?l=0,11 
SCl:IH=0,17 
SCI I 4.1=0, 2'5 





l(K = l 
~~.YK=1 
K II= 1 
Kr1= l 
I TC.P =O 
..., .. ~-== I f '=; T *"'14 J·'.H· 
;C' l•,O( 'i, 10? IEl'h-R,T(ME 
'J'' l?l l T=l,"~11\X 
i\cA!'f5,12l•JI XI\Ji'iOFIJl,YNrJl);:(I).,NWF.t.LCCII 
r !lN T HJ!JF 
[)'I l~l "'=l,MMAX 
J 0 ! ""A'll'i,l41'Hl"l,A<Htill = 








01 t- 1 
0' (? 
, :..r,J '""cs-; =l 
I l=N! ri• I 
1 Tl~M 
. JJ='•WFl_ 1_(( Ml 
\ J.l J=1·· 
























































GO Tn 10000 
1'•0 CONT INtJF 
DELTA=l./FLOAT!MAJOR*MINOPJ 
no 15 M=l,'"''!AX 
IF( AO('ll )1,40,15, 15 .,... 
t:,40 A(.)(MJ,,- AQP:J*.2 -~-




r ( HLCK Ff1t:\ r•.IT nf UR DER CA'l OS 
r 
r. 
DD !OS M•l,MMAX 
!FINI (MJ-NWE'ltC(f'J J 106, 105,106 
l06 MESS=:> 
I l =Nl ( M J 
l I l =M 
JJ=~IWELL C ( Ml 
JJJ=" 
r M[S~AGE=2 PHYSICAL WFLL DATA FOR A WELL NOT IN CLASS C OR OUT OF ORDER 
r WFIL WA~ ~EAO 
c 
c 
C:11 TP l 0000 
10" UJNT T "IUE 
llO 101 "=1,-,f'AX 
101 (OFFF(Ml=CnFFrA 
qqq on c9g M=l,MMAX 
9'1R SLX( '1J=SL( '11 
r !OfNTIFY THC POSJTION IN THE NhELLC ARRAY OF THE WELL NUMRERS IN THF NODEl 
r IND N0D~2 ARPavs. ~TORE THIS POSITION NUMRER IN Nl AND N2 
r 
r 
no 14'00 M=l,Ll-'AX 
TF(M-1J9QO,QQ0,9R5 
<JA~ 11'(',·lf)Fl ( 1',)-N[DE'l (M-1 JI 990,CJ86,990 
'IPb Nl(Ml•Nl(M-1) 
GOT!lll05 
~9J on 1000 L=l,MMAX 







C ~fS~AGE=J NOOEl WAS NOT FOUI\ID TN THE CLASS C WELLS 
( 
021~ GO TO 10000 
0?14 1100 NJ(Ml=L 
0215 l!O~ nn 1200 L=l,MMAX 
































































JJ=NW=L LC ( L l 
JJJ=l 




nr. l'"' L =1 ,!.Mf,X 
M=Nl I l.) 
N=N2 ( Ll 
PILl=(HL(Ml+BL(Nll*.5 
op~ 01Ll=(~LX(M)+SLX(Nll/2.-A(LI 









WRITF(",2011 (M,~:WELLC (l'll,A(MI ,SUMI ,BLIMl,HfMl,.1"=1,MMAXl 
WPITH'>,20?l 




or 666 J=l,~'MAX 
A~A HJNJT(Tl=H(ll 
on 150 t=l ,L"1AX 
illl l=?. 0 *R(l.l 
!",0 P(l): 0 5*P(l.) 
f******************************************************************************C 
r c 
SLAPT OF MATH MODEL START OF MATH MOOFl C 
c c 
C******************************************************************************C 
on 600 LlSTS•l,l!ST 
no ,, o 1 ,.,, = 1 , ,... ,.1 ox 
'}RY ( M ):eO. 
f,0! AQ,p•)= O. 
J0•<Y =O 
00 500 ~aJnqS=I,MAJOh 
I T"R =O 
P'' 4')0 MINUk!,=l ,MJNllP 
TTMF.=TI:>4~+0FL TA 
on ? M=l ,MM.~)( 
4n(~)=AMAXl(RL(V) 0 H(M)I 
? ftQ(~l=AQ(M)+ftQS(Ml 



































































oci 5 t=l,LMAX 
lll=Nl Ill 
M=N2(ll 
YI L.) :D( LI *AMAXl 10., H( Ml +H (N 1-8( LI I 
PREVENT ROW FROM A ORY POLYGON 
IF CHCNI-HIMl)70l,703,7ll 
Fl OW FRO"! M TO N, M MlJST NOT BE ORY 
701 !F(Hl~,-~LIMl)703,703,705 
703 O(l l=O. 
r,o TO 770 
~LOW FPOM Ill f~ M, N MUST NOT RE ORY 















H,(MI ='SL (Ml 
GIJ TIJ l? 
11 QS(Ml'=O. 
12· CrJNTIIIJl.!E 
f)Q 13 "=1, l-1MAX 
I~IFRROP-ARSIRES(M)ll33,13,13 
33 IF(HIMI-BL(Mll~,34,3 
~4 I f)RY= !ORY+ 1 
P cn•n11111.1i: 
I~(IDRY)400,400,3~0 



































































r: ********* ****'**** ******* ..................................................... ** c 
f c 





IF( !T~~ .F0.-1 IGO TO 900 . 
,;4q no 54q l=l,MMAX 
54H'HSl!,~kKl=Hlll 









40'3 fQMT JNl!F . 
500 f'lNTT~!l)C 
!F(JPRYI 5010, 5010, 5JOO 






600 C':)NT I NUF 
c ***""***** *** * ** ***•:• ******** ***** •••••••••••••• • **** •••••••• •••••••••••••••• ••c 
r c 
r END OF MATf-1 MbnEL ENO OF MATH MOCFL c 
r . c 
r "'******** *********** •••• **** •• ********************** ********** •• ••••.••••••••••c 
r c 
r FINAL OUTPUT : WATER LEVEL VS TIMESTEP C 
r ACr.tJ"1ULATIVE DRAWDOWN VS TIMESTE'P C 
,. (PRINHD.ntJTPUT & PLCTSI C 
r c 
f************************************************~*****************************C 
QOO WPTTf!A,3011 · . 
WRITF.(6,hl\71 
ll.=l 
~n ,;10 1=10,M,,10 
W~ IT I: ( 6, 54 5 I I IT STEP I I ,J I , I= 1 ·, 11··, J •LL, LI 
on 52~ J=l ,.3 
52CJ WRITFl6,'i431 
on ~11 I=l,?.4 
~ll WRITF(6,54411,IHSll,Jl,J•(L,LI 




































r)l+ 1 '2 






















oooctooooo 1 1111111112 z 22 22 22 22 3333 3 333 33 444 444444455 55 55 555 566 6666 6666 11111111.na 
1z;451,7Hq01~~4567~~0!2345678901Z3456739012345678o01234~6789012345678901234567890 




DO 512 N=lO,MM,10 
WP l Tl': It', 54 5) I ITS T [P ( I , J I , I= 1, 1) , J =NN, N) 
nn 675 I=l ,3 
675 WPITEl6,543l 
rin 51'1 !=l,MMAX 
~ l > \JP l T' I 6, 542 l I, I OH( I, J), J=NN, N) 
f)n S 14 J = 1, ~ 
"14 W~JT"!f,,54<) 
";i1.? "l~J=~:rJ+!O 
wn n: <"' ,3011 
(/ILL PLrTS 




C fOPMJ\T STIITEMENTS FORMAT STATEMF.NTS C 
\ c 
'******************************************************************************C 
Ji., F[Pl'~Tll7 1 FR,OI 
l O O F n Pr-: AT I ?. I l 7, i°x, 17 , l X, F 1 0 , 2 , 1 X I , I 7, l X , I7 ,- 1 X , F l O, 2 l 
101 rni,Mt,TOllOI 
10? 1-'0PJAATl"Fl 3,41 
1114 FORMf.T(I7,5X,f7,0,6X,F7,0,6X,Fll,O,llX,Fll,Ol 
!OC rnRMAT(' MATHFMATICAL MODEL GF GROUNDWATER FLOW IN A MU 
(;LT!LAY'R CASf'/// 1 214 H-'THIOR NODES ANO 106 POLYGON CO 
QNTA(T FAC~5 1 ///I 
?Cl FnPMATll4,llX,17,10X,4HA5= 1 F8,l 1 4X 1 4HSL= ,FA,1,4X,4HRL = ,FB,l,4X 
C,BHHINIT = ,FP,l) 
202 FnRMAT(//////7H BRANCH 1 4X,20HRETWEEN W~LL NUMRERS 4X 1 19HPSEUDO-PER 
2~c,FTLJTY,JX,17H ~JTTOM El[VAT!ON,6X,10H THICKNESS//) 
?P3 rrq,;~T(!',,'lX,!7,,X,17,7X,?HK= ,F8,4,10X,3HR= ,re,l,9X,3HD= ,FB,11 
~06 Fncv4J(/////7H LIST =!A/8H ~AJQR •!5/SH MINOR =15/Bh ERROR =FA,2/ 
JQH crcFFA =f7,41 
?O~ rQDMIT(/////lfH STMULATinN FROM ,FR,2,3H TO,FA,2) 
·,01 FJ1RMAT( I HI I 
LO? F"RMll,T(5H No°:)!)£, h,3X,4HIJ~= Ffl,11 
,.ps F•"IRMATll?2H TriTl\t 51JPFA[C FLOW= Fl0,11 
r.,;, F'lRM4T( 110,10.F!0,51 
',4·; .:r,t•tT( !HO) 
c,1,4 FDPMAT( I 10,lOfl0,2) 
"-'•·' FCFM~T( • WE:ll. 11!0 ',lOFl0,21 
"·"'"· F-nRMAT( I nVER.FLOW 'I 
f.f7 FnRM4T(I DJSPLIY nF WATER LEVEL CCRRESPOND TO TIME ST 
PFP 1 /I/I 
'~-'-' FODM,\T( I 
0//1 
OTSPLAY OF ICCUMULATIVF DRAWDCWN VS T!MESTEP 1 / 
~70 FnR~AT( 1 NUOF WlLL NO . AREA SUR FACE El 
C[V e[nAOC~ [LEV WITEA LEVEL'///1 
'210 f'1~M4T(?~l0,?,!5) 















or.0000·0001111 J 111112? 2222 ?222 3 B3333333444444444455.555555556666666666 77777777778 
J n45f, 78001214% 780012 ~456 7890l ?34567R90! 23456 7A901234567890l 234567890li34567890 
I 
lRAWAlS rF F10.0,!9H ACRE FT RfDUCED TO FlO.O, SH ACRE FT) 
l !000 FORMflT( lH ,19HTROIJEILE AT MESSAGE !4,9HWELL NO. 17,llH SUBSCRIPT 
'1I4,l4H /IND WELL 1\10. 17, llH SUBSCRIPT 141 
11100 FORMITIIH ,10F12.ll 
STOP 
10000 WR!Tfl~,110001 MFSS,T!,IIJ,JJ,JJJ 
STClP 
FNI) 
S tJBR OUT I Nf SK t AS, H, PL ,S CL , BL, CO FF FA, BEL, KK, TI ME, ITEP, EL, Al 








.NL INDICATES THE NUMHER OF LAYE~S USED IN THE MODEL 
NL=4 
A VH= 0 .O 
no 1 .l=l ,24 













Ir I Ht l) • L •.RI t I I ) WRITE t 6, 9 I I, Ht 11 , TI ME 
c FrPMDT(' WELL NO 1 ,15,' HAS REACHED 
r,z, 10 .2 ,. 








(i]'lDlJTATll'NS OF WFIGHF!) AVERAGE VALUES OF K & SY 
04f• IF(NL.EO.llGO Tn 23 
04A~ on 20 1=2,NLA 
04AA IF(J.fD.NLIICr TO 23 
041:,'f IF (AH.GE.fUIII ML=! 
04 (, :1 I f' I AH • G c • Fl ( l I ) GO Tn Zl 
041:,0 20 CONTINUE 
0470 ?l JC(AH.GE.~FL)COEFFA~PL(NLI 
0471 !F(AH.GF.RELISY=SCL(NLI 
Ot.7'! GO "fl. 10 
IJ!+7'\ ?~ COEf-F.\=PL('lL-l l*IAH-EL(MLll+PL(NLl*(El(NLI-BELI 
04 74 SV=SCL< '-'L-11 * C Al-'-EL( ML I I +SCL ( NLI * I Ell Nll -BELi 
0475 !F(ML.FD.NLICGEFFA=COEFFA/AT 
047~ IF(ML.EQ.NLISY=SY/AT 




04~! rio 22 T=!,n,r, 
n 4 « ? Cr; Ff= PL I ML I* C EL C ML ) - E l( Ml. + 11 I +CO EF 
04~-, SPY=SI".\ l"Ll*lf.l (ML)-ELl'lL+lll+SPY 
04'l4 ?? ML =PoALq 
04p<: CPFFF~, =(C!JFO:+COfFrlll/AT 
04% , SY=( SPY+SYI/AT 
AT 
62 

















C"~PUTF WlTHOPhWAl FkOM NODfS FOR A TIMESTEP 
!() OG 3 fzl ,?4 
' A II l=J\SI l l*~Y 
!F(!T~C.FQ,OIRFTUP~ 
JF(i<K ,f.T ,4JIU=! 
WR I T != U, , 1 00 I H ~ t , K. K , AH , C 01:F FA, SY , IT ER 
100 F'lRMAT(lHO,• TJMt= 1 ,Fl0,?, 1 SEASON•',15,' 
~NfS~•',Fl0,2/ 1 \VE PFFMEAAIL!TY•',Fl0,6, 1 
r;, I TE:"AT!fl'J•', f'il 
KK=l<K+! 
p fTIJ!s 'J 
f: ~.! ') 
sur1~rn1TIM~ API.CTITST'.'P,01-',MMI 
IIVI:: SAT THICK 













DJMFNSJ(JN T<;Tfpf l,'l021,nH(24,80ZI .xcao21,Y(80ZI 
0"0'1 r 
o~-;,' o 
()" 1 t 
()', l 2 
l)',1, 
")~ I J.,. 




















""" oo;::> r 
05"- P 
t1'i ,,,., 
q~: :~ l) 







no l , "1 , J 
XI I I =TSTJ;Pfl, I) 
x c ,111 •t q70,o 
XIJH=lO,O 
STA~T IJF PLPTTIIIIG!. 
"" l J = 1 :'., ~p 
"" ~ L= l , J 
' YI l I = 'lH ( T , L I 
YIJ')=<l,0 
YI J? I •40,Q· 
CAll OU)TC:O(l,X,-l l.0,-3 I 
XAX=O,'.l 
CALL ~LOTCCXAX,0,5,-11 
f.All ,,XJS(0,0,0,0,' TIMF YfAR' ,-q, XIN,O,O,X( JI 1,XI J21) 
CALL \X ! 51 o.o.o.o,• \CCI.H'tlLHIVE' D'<AWOOWN Fl,, 24, 10,0,'lO.O,Y( Jl 1,Y 
OC J?) I 
C~LL LINFIX,Y, J,l,0,641 
!'P•J•f-LOAT( YI 






o~,1 ... : 
PO/RO LIST 
n11,1:J )OO<>O 1 111 1 ! 111_ 1???? 2: 22 2 213 333 ., '13 33 4444441+444 5555 555555666666 6666 77777777 77 8 
1•t.•(7•noJ''4567840l2'4~67890!?34~&78qOl214~67890123456789012345678901234567890 
Q'\l,? 1 












!~r; f , 
r;;;..~ .. ,:., 
()SI-,? 









O'", 7 7 
,Jc; 7H 
<l'\7'.0 
,y; .. u, 
() ..... ·: 










~- !\! f) 
SIJi-lP'l'.JTJI\JE RPI CITfXNODF,Y"Jl!OE,HINIT,HS,MMl 
f******************************************************************************C 
c 
r,F<;l:.JIJAL MAP PLOTTING ROUTll\E C 
r C 
ro••····~······································································c •;,,.,r,•,lf'N X\C'f'!'(44l,Y"l'1Df(t,4),HII\JIT(24l,HS(24,ll02),P(24, 301 
r 
<">l'-1~:,<;IG"I Vi(l,'lCll 
'!" INDICATF, ~!IJ"''~E". OF PE.Sl!JUAL 'IAPS TO eE PLCTTEO 
'J;, IS THC: Tl~F µ·,q~D THAT RESIDUAL VALUES A~E TC EIE COMPUTED 
Jf<:4 
'.: D:t,,••t ( ,. "*4) 
T:l C,h(,, Q 
,fAl.1'=2,1 
J ~-= ~ 
f\.;~=l'\I.J.*~'O 
~,(':f\th*? 
C:J'APl!THJ(.,~ nF ~"'SifJUAl VAV.Jf:5 
'Yl l !=!,?', 
i:(J,l)=HS(J,<1,B)-HINJT(I) 
')'1 ? J=•-1r,~~,fd' 
qr, S l=l ,?4 
I. =.J - '•"' 
~ 0 11,Jll=~S(l,Jl-HS( 1,Ll 
J~=J~'-1 
1,,0 l T ,- ( ! , 1 0 )•:" 
1'· ~flQ\tll\T(" 1)X, 1 nJ~Plf\'r f''F ',11, 1 
q;• l? 1=1,, 
~ ? 1\ 1 ~ r T ~ ( f, , 11 I 
1l I , J" ~ T ( ! •JO) 
'.""\(' l 3 I == J , ~-~P 
TS( l 'I )=T+~LC'AT u,r.*r I 
JJ-1 
\JPP:.i'Jr, 
' I i>: J •1 
I PJ: !") 
l D:} 'J 
l ': ) I" ( ,, -'". ! T • 1 0 ) l l f'= NP I' 
rc<'-'"'',L r. ,_ull.P=ll P 
pr, l-l J Y :::-t::>, It P,LP 
YC:A~ kf SJ DUAL VAi Uf:S' I 
'•" J Tc ( 6, '. 4 I ( (TS ( I, J l, l = 1, l I , J =J J, l ll 
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§TAPT OF PLOTTING§ 
XIIX=0,0 
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Input data cards for the modified computer-management program listed 
in Appendix A are divided into six different groups. Each group repre~ 
sents those cards needed to accoJlllll.odate a specific "READ" statement oc-
curring in. the program. The ;format for these cards arEpas follows: 
GROUP·! 
It CQnsists of only one.data card (general for total grid). The 
"READ" statement for these data occurs on.line .142 in the.computer-:pro-· 
gram listing. 
Column 
8 to 10 
20 
30 
Number of years of intended dewatering pt;'dcess 
Number of timesteps within a year 
Number of steps within a timestep 
GRQUP·II 
It .consists of only one data card (general for total. grid), The 
"READ" statement for these date:!.. occurs on lin~ 144 in the computer-pro-
gram listing. 
Column 
8 to 13 
28 to 36 
Error limit in acre-feet 
Starting time of dewatering in calendar year 
GROUP III 
It consists of 24 data cards (one for each node). The·"READ" state-. 
68 
ment for these data occurs on line 146 in the computer-program listing. 
Column 
6 to 10 
16 to 20 
24 to 25 
X coordinate in miles 
Y coordinate in miles 
Node number 
GROUP IV 
It consists of 24 data cards (one for each node). The·"READ" 
statement for these data occurs on.line 149 in the computer-program 
listing.· 
Column 
6 to 7 
11 to 16 
Node number 
Adjusted withdrawai in acre-feet 
GROUP V 
It, consists of 36 data cards (one fo,r every three interfaces . between 
polygons). The "READ" statement for these data occurs on line 170 in 
the computer-program listing. 
Column 
6 to 7 
14 to 15 
23 to 26 
33 to 34 
41 to 42 
Node number 
Adjacent node number 
Ratio of width of face in contact and length between nodes· 
Node number 
Adjacent node number 
69 
Column 
50 to 53 Ratio of width of·face in contact and length between nodes 
60 to 61 Node number 
68 to 69 Adjacent node number 
77 to 80 Ratio of width of face in contact and length between nodes 
GROUP VI 
It c;.onsists of 24 data cards (one for e~ch node) • The "READ''. state-
ment for these data occurs on line 171 in the c0mputer-program listing. 
Column. 
6 to 7 Node number 
15 to 19 Bottom elevation in feet 
28 to 32 Surface elevation in feet 
43 to 49 Area of node in acres 
67 to 711. Water level elevation 
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